Natural Collection
NATURAL COLLECTION, our Beau Monde where beauty and comfort is evident and
combined with our philosophy: respect for the environment we live in and for the
people we work with.
It is our ambition to help our Earth remain beautiful for many years to come.
Grace Bardin has been demonstrating true style through design for several years, creating
very special and highly successful collections of linen fashion-wear, blended with pure
cashmere, alpaca, wool or silk, she is marking the re-birth of a true environmentally friendly
fibre.
Armed with an open mind and the knowledge that all women want the same thing from their
clothing - that is beauty and comfort - Grace ventured into the fascinating world of linen and
nature.
"The Aristocrat of Textiles", linen is as strong as steel and as delicate as silk with an
extraordinary appearance. "It is not surprising that it has been preferred by people of
discerning taste for at least 8000 years" says Grace.
"Worn by Egyptian and Greek priests as a symbol of purity, it also typified luxury.
Linen fabrics are elegant, comfortable and thermo-regulating, non-allergic, antistatic
and antibacterial."
It is not by accident that the world's oldest and most useful fibre is in such growing demand!
Linen remains colourfast, washes easily and travels well, whilst offering a unique blend of
luxury and comfort, supreme elegance and down-to-earth practicality.
All our garments are hand-made to the highest quality for your wearing delight and viewing
pleasure.
Our collection is a showcase of totally unique, wearable fashion art.
Collection Beau Monde was developed in the UK by Grace Bardin alongside co-designers from
all over the World and combines artistic vision and skilled craftsmanship.
Our garments greatly enhance the distinctive look and feel of one-of-a-kind pieces.
Developing our natural collection can make a real difference in the fight against poverty. It's
not about charity, it is about living in dignity, with honest skilled work, respectful exchanges,
and beautiful things we can proudly bring home.
We are looking forward to working closely with Fair Trade that has successfully helped families
and their children out of poverty.
"We aim to become a market leader in developing environmentally friendly products
aiding all the people who are working with us."
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